Pink Blossom Events is your destination for
Wedding and Event Planning in the Northwest.
We believe in turning the expected into something unique.
Your guests arrive expecting a cookie cutter event, but we want to
surprise them by making your occasion truly unique.
We specialize in weddings, corporate celebrations,
and milestone birthdays.
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My wedding is this weekend and all my worries, fears and anxieties are silenced by Pink Blossom Events!
BreeAnn is AMAZING and because of her incredible organization, attention to detail and calm, thorough
work flow, I have NO doubt our wedding is going to be exactly how we dreamt it would be! Most
importantly we will be able to enjoy ourselves and our family without any fuss! We are VERY blessed to
have been referred to BreeAnn and will be forever grateful! ~ Nikki
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About
Since 2006, Pink Blossom Events has been the go to for wedding and event planning in
the Northwest. Known for our attention to detail, creativity and passion for the event
industry, each celebration we do is brought to life to reflect your vision. From the design
of your event to your team of vendors, we will work one on one with you to ensure every
detail of your event is personalized to be uniquely yours!

BreeAnn Gale | Founder & Lead Event Planner
People often ask me why I got into the wedding and event planning business. The answer
is simple: I am obsessed with planning events! I grew up planning vacations and parties
for friends and family and never realized it could be something I could do for a living.
One day in college, it dawned on me, I really could turn my passion into a career. That is
when Pink Blossom Events was born.
Since 2006 I have been helping my clients turn their dreams into a reality. Whether it is a
small seaside ceremony or a surprise fortieth birthday party, I am there to see that every
detail is fulfilled. Once in a while I have to pinch myself knowing that I am able to spend
my days making people’s ideas come to life.
What started as a passion for planning vacations and parties for friends and family has
turned into a career. I would be thrilled to help you plan your next event!
Sincerely,

BreeAnn Gale

Andrea Harrison | Event Specialist
I am honored to have Andrea a part of the Pink Blossom Events team since June 2010.
Andrea’s experience in this industry is priceless! She has been an integral fixture in the
Seattle wedding and event community since 2004 having worked in both weddings and
special events for one of Seattle’s top catering companies, Twelve Baskets Catering, as
well as her role as Director of Events at Redhook Brewery.
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Weddings
Congratulations! You have a ring on your finger, a smile beaming from ear to ear and
friends and family asking you when the big day is. That is when it hits, how do you go
about planning one of the biggest days of your life? An event for a hundred of your closest
friends and family. That is when Pink Blossom Events comes in to lend a helping hand.

- PACKAGES The Final Coordination Package is for those couples who have completed all of their wedding plans but realize that they
do not want to run the show on the day of their wedding. We step in to finalize everything from calling vendors to check
on arrival times to cueing the DJ for the last dance.
You want to be the lead in planning your own wedding but aren’t sure where to start? The Final Coordination Kick
Start Package is for those couples who would like to plan their own wedding but need some initial guidance to get them
started and of course someone to run the show on the day of their wedding. This package includes all of the features of
the Final Coordination Package along with an initial planning meeting once the venue is secured where we will discuss
venue logistics, your wedding budget, vendors, and design ideas in addition to reviewing the wedding planning process.
As an added bonus we include a flexible design service where we allow you to spend up to two hours of your choice on
design help whether we tag along to the floral design meeting or meet you at the rental company to help pull your vision
together.
The Complete Coordination Package offers couples the opportunity to relax while their wedding is planned by
a professional consultant. We will be there every step of the way; from the development of ideas to the day of the
wedding. Includes full design services in addition to planning.
The Wedding Week Complete Coordination Package includes not only complete coordination of your wedding day but a
welcome event, welcome bags for all of your guests, rehearsal dinner and a send-off brunch. We will be there every step of
the way; from the development of ideas to the morning after the wedding as you celebrate with one last brunch before you
head off on your honeymoon.
Are you planning a Destination Wedding? Perhaps on the beach in Hawaii or a private villa in France? The Destination
Wedding Coordination Package offers couples who are planning a destination wedding the chance to have their
wedding planned by a professional consultant. From the location to the favors, we will be there each step of the planning
process.
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- Final Coordination Package The Final Coordination Package is for those couples who have completed all of their wedding
plans but realize that they do not want to run the show on the day of their wedding. We step in
to finalize everything from calling vendors to check on arrival times to cueing the DJ for the
last dance. This package can be customized depending on each clients needs.

PLANNING
•

Two planning meetings

•

First meeting held eight weeks prior to the wedding date. The agenda of this meeting is to go over all aspects of your
wedding to get an understanding of what has been completed and what is still left to review the wedding day timeline,
ceremony, layouts, setup details and an overview of your vendors and contracts. Following this meeting we will
move forward with connecting with all of your vendors to lock in final wedding details as well as helping you finalize
remaining wedding items including your rental counts and paper goods needed on the day of.

•

Second meeting will be held two weeks prior to the wedding date to go over all aspects of the wedding ensuring that we
know everything that will happen on the day of your rehearsal and wedding day.

•

An onsite walk-through of the ceremony and reception site will take place at the first planning meeting.

COORDINATION
•

Formulation of detailed timelines, layouts and setup details for the vendors

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for your wedding party and family

•

Coordination of all wedding rentals

•

Coordination of rehearsal details and onsite coordination of the rehearsal

•

Coordination of wedding details and onsite wedding day coordination (unlimited hours).
Price includes one assistant on the day of the wedding for up to 8hrs. Any additional hours will be charged at an hourly rate.

•

Coordination of the set up of the ceremony and reception

•

Coordination of cleanup and retrieval of clients items after the ceremony and reception

VENDORS
•

A customized vendor list based on your wedding at the time of booking.

•

Coordination and contact person for all vendors during the last eight weeks.

•

Confirmation of all vendor arrangements and contact on the day of the wedding.

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for all hired vendors.

PERSONAL
•

Constant communication throughout the eight weeks prior to the wedding

•

Available to answer any questions via email once contract is signed by both parties
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- Final Coordination Kick Start Package You want to be the lead in planning your own wedding but aren’t sure where to start?
The Final Coordination Kick Start Package is for those couples who would like to plan their
own wedding but need some initial guidance to get them started and of course someone to run
the show on the day of their wedding.

•

Three planning meetings

PLANNING

•

First meeting will be held soon after the contract is signed and will be held at your wedding venue. We will cover all
questions you have regarding the wedding planning process, design of the wedding, vendors needed, your budget as well
as reviewing a draft of the layout, timeline and ceremony. Following this meeting we will provide a custom vendor list
of available vendors, and a draft of your wedding budget, layout, timeline and setup of your wedding. You will also be
provided with design ideas and a custom inspiration board. In addition we will start any rental orders needed.

•

Second meeting held eight weeks prior to the wedding date. The agenda of this meeting is to go over all aspects of your
wedding to get an understanding of what has been completed since our kick start meeting and what is still left to do.
We will review the wedding day timeline, your ceremony, layouts, setup details and an overview of your vendors and
contracts. Following this meeting we will move forward with connecting with all of your vendors to lock in final wedding
details as well as helping you finalize remaining wedding items including your rental counts and paper goods needed on
the day of.

•

Third meeting will be held two weeks prior to the wedding date to go over all aspects of the wedding ensuring that we
know everything that will happen on the day of your rehearsal and wedding day.

•

An onsite walk-through of the ceremony and reception site will take place at the first planning meeting.

•

As an added bonus we include a flexible design service where we allow you to spend up to two hours of your choice on
design help in addition to the kick start meeting. Whether we tag along to the floral design meeting or meet you at the rental
company to help pull your vision. If design services are not needed this additional two hours can be used for other planning
help needed.

COORDINATION
•

Formulation of detailed timelines, layouts and setup details for the vendors

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for your wedding party and family

•

Coordination of all wedding rentals

•

Coordination of rehearsal details and onsite coordination of the rehearsal

•

Coordination of wedding details and onsite wedding day coordination (unlimited hours). 					
Price includes one assistant on the day of the wedding for up to 8hrs. Any additional hours will be charged at a rate of $40/hr.

•

Coordination of the set up of the ceremony and reception

•

Coordination of cleanup and retrieval of clients items after the ceremony and reception

VENDORS
•

A customized vendor list based on your wedding at the time of booking.

•

Coordination and contact person for all vendors during the last eight weeks leading up to the wedding.

•

Confirmation of all vendor arrangements and contact on the day of the wedding.

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for all hired vendors.

PERSONAL
•

Constant communication throughout the kick start meeting and then again eight weeks prior to the wedding

•

Available to answer any questions via email once contract is signed by both parties
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- Complete Coordination Package The Complete Coordination Package offers couples the opportunity to relax while their wedding is
planned by a professional consultant. We will be there every step of the way; from the development of
ideas to the day of the wedding. Couples can be as involved or as uninvolved as desired. Includes full
design services. This package can be customized depending on each clients needs.

DESIGN
•

Custom inspiration board and design

•

Work one on one with client and vendors to create the desired wedding ensuring all wedding details and design is
cohesive among all aspects of the wedding.

PLANNING
•

Unlimited planning meetings held from the time the contract is signed.

•

Complete timeline of wedding planning process

•

Breakdown of budget, along with payment tracking for vendors

•

Continuous check-ins to go over planning process

•

An onsite walk-though of the ceremony and reception site

COORDINATION
•

Coordination of guest accommodations

•

Formulation of detailed timelines, layouts and setup details for the vendors

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for your wedding party and family

•

Coordination of all wedding rentals

•

Coordination of rehearsal details and onsite coordination of the rehearsal

•

Coordination of wedding details and onsite wedding day coordination (unlimited hours). Price includes one
assistant on the day of the wedding for up to 8hrs. Any additional hours will be charged at a rate of $40/hr.

•

Coordination of the set up of the ceremony and reception

VENDORS
•

Research vendors that fit with your wedding vision and budget

•

Schedule and attend appointments with all vendors as needed

•

Analyze and negotiate contracts

•

Coordination and contact person for all vendors

•

Site visits at venue with vendors as needed

PERSONAL
•

Constant communication throughout the entire planning process

•

Available to answer any questions via email or phone once contract is signed by both parties.
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- Wedding Week Complete Coordination The Wedding Week Complete Coordination Package offers couples the opportunity to relax while all of
their wedding events are planned by a professional consultant. We will be there every step of the way; from
the development of ideas to the morning after the wedding as you celebrate with one last brunch before you
head off on your honeymoon. This package includes not only complete coordination of your wedding day but
a welcome event, welcome bags for all of your guests, rehearsal and rehearsal dinner and a send-off brunch.
Couples can be as involved or as uninvolved as desired. Includes full design services.

DESIGN
•

Custom inspiration board and design for each event

•

Work one on one with client and vendors to create the desired wedding and events surrounding the wedding ensuring
all event details and design is cohesive among all aspects of the wedding events.

PLANNING
•

Unlimited planning meetings held from the time the contract is signed.

•

Complete timeline of wedding planning process for all events.

•

Breakdown of budget, along with payment tracking for vendors

•

This package includes the planning of guest accommodations, a welcome event, welcome bag creation and delivery, rehearsal
and rehearsal dinner, wedding day and morning-after brunch.

•

Continuous check-ins to go over planning process

•

An onsite walk-though of the ceremony and reception site

COORDINATION
•

Formulation of detailed timelines, layouts and setup details for the vendors for all events

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for your wedding party and family for all events

•

Coordination of all rentals for all events

•

Coordination of rehearsal details and onsite coordination of the rehearsal

•

Coordination of wedding details and onsite wedding day coordination (unlimited hours).
Price includes one assistant on the day of the wedding for up to 8hrs.
Any additional hours will be charged at a rate of $40/hr.

•

Coordination of the set up of all events

•

Coordination of cleanup and retrieval of clients items after each event

•

Perform onsite coordination at the welcome event, rehearsal dinner, and morning-after brunch as needed.

VENDORS
•

Research vendors that fit with your wedding vision

•

Schedule appointments with all vendors and attend vendor appointments when needed

•

Analyze and negotiate contracts

•

Coordination and contact person for all vendors

•

Formulation of detailed timelines for all hired vendors

PERSONAL
•

Constant communication throughout the entire planning process

•

Available to answer any questions via email or phone once contract is signed by both parties.
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- Destination Wedding Coordination Are you planning a Destination Wedding? Perhaps on the beach in Hawaii or a private villa in France?
The Destination Wedding Coordination Package offers couples who are planning a destination
wedding the chance to have their wedding planned by a professional consultant. From the location
to the favors, we will be there each step of the planning process. Couples can have as much or as little
involvement as desired. This package can be customized depending on each client’s involvement and
needs. Package includes planner’s airfare and hotel accommodations for three days at the destination.
Additional days may be required.

DESIGN
•

Custom inspiration board and design for each event

•

Work one on one with client and vendors to create the desired wedding and events surrounding the wedding
ensuring all event details and design is cohesive among all aspects of the wedding events.

PLANNING
•
•
•
•

Unlimited planning meetings held from the time the contract is signed.
Complete timeline of wedding planning process
Breakdown of budget, along with payment tracking for vendors
Continuous check-ins to go over planning process

•

Planning of pre-wedding parties, wedding week activities, rehearsal dinner, post-wedding activities an additional fee.

•

An onsite walk-though of the ceremony and reception site

COORDINATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination of all destination travel logistics and guest accommodations
Formulation of detailed timelines, layouts and setup details for the vendors
Formulation of detailed timelines for your wedding party and family
Coordination of all wedding rentals
Coordination of rehearsal details and onsite coordination of the rehearsal
Coordination of wedding details and onsite wedding day coordination (unlimited hours). Price includes one
assistant on the day of the wedding.
Coordination of the set up of the ceremony and reception

•

Coordination of cleanup and retrieval of clients items after the ceremony and reception

VENDORS
•
•
•
•

Research vendors that fit with your wedding vision and budget
Schedule and attend appointments with all vendors as needed
Analyze and negotiate contracts
Coordination and contact person for all vendors

•

Site visits at venue with vendors as needed

PERSONAL
•

Constant communication throughout the entire planning process

•

Available to answer any questions via email or phone once contract is signed by both parties.
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Events
Tired of the same holiday party, birthday celebration or team building event?
Why not turn those details over to a professional and let Pink Blossom Events
transform your event into something exceptional!

Social Events

425-210-3169

Corporate Celebrations

•

Milestone Birthdays

•

Holiday Celebrations

•

Engagements

•

Meetings

•

Bridal Showers

•

Grand Opening Events

•

Baby Showers

•

Auctions & Fundraisers

•

Graduation Parties

•

Open Houses

•

Anniversary Parties

•

Client & Employee Appreciation Events

•

Holiday Parties

•

Company Picnics

•

Life Celebrations

•

Team Building Events

•

Reunions

•

Anniversary Parties
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Welcome Gifts
Using locally sourced products, we create a one-of-a-kind welcome gift for your guests
attending your wedding, corporate celebration or milestone event. You choose the packaging,
products, and where you want them delivered, and we will handle the rest!

All inclusive fee for Welcome Gift Service plus cost of product(s), packaging,
and paper goods. Includes delivery to up to 3 hotels. Custom pricing for
corporate gifting, client gifts, holiday gifting, and more!

BreeAnn, the family absolutely loved the gift baskets and all the personal touches.
It was the perfect Seattle welcome, and gave them a few keepsakes to take home. ~ Patrick
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I can’t thank you enough for everything you did for us. You went way above & beyond making sure
everything was perfect. Your calm personality is just amazing. We really lucked out on the weather
but more than anything we lucked out getting you as our wedding planner! Sincerely, Julie

To obtain additional information or a custom quote,
please call or email us.

We look forward to planning your next event!
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